
Race for the Pole: Amundsen Sighted
The Terra Nova arrived in Antarctica on 4 January 1911, and unloaded the main
shore party and supplies at Cape Evans. Later that month, the ship took a small
group on men east to study King Edward VII Land. This Eastern Party was unable
to land, sailing on instead to Victoria Land. On its return westward, the Terra Nova
chanced upon Amundsen’s Expedition, camped in the Bay of Whales.

The news was reported to Scott by Eastern Party leader Victor Campbell.
“Amundsen’s people had about 120 dogs and a hard lot of men, mostly expert
ski-runners. They were contemplating an early summer journey to the Pole
and not proposing to attempt any serious scientific work of any sort.”

Terra Nova crew member Fred Parsons later wrote “Soon we saw a dog team…
The team moved at a smart pace and appeared to be under perfect control,
the driver lying on the sledge, and occasionally barking out orders which they
obeyed without hesitation… This was an eye opener to us, after seeing the
way our dogs behaved… The driver of the sledge was Amundsen himself…
We knew when we saw those dogs and the way they were trained, what our
party would be up against, and there was no doubt in the minds of any of us.”

Scott wrote in his journal: “There is no doubt that Amundsen’s plan is a very
serious menace to ours. He has a shorter distance to the Pole by 60 miles
- I never thought he could have got so many dogs safely to the ice. His plan
for running them seems excellent. But above and beyond all he can start
his journey early in the season - an impossible condition with the ponies.”
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Race for the Pole: Still Collecting Specimens

The science was important to Scott - but so too was getting to the South Pole.
Rival Amundsen made the Pole his main target; science would be carried out
on the journey but it was not considered vital.

When the search party found the tent containing Scott’s body, and those of his
two companions, on 12 November 1912, it is well known that they found
Scott’s diary, various letters to supporters, friends and the wives of his
colleagues - plus Scott’s famous “Message to the Public”. However, they
also found 16 kilograms (35lbs) of fossils that had been collected and
carried back from the Pole - plus a weather and meteorological log, kept
until 13 March, and rolls of undeveloped photographic film.

On analysis, it was reported that some of these rocks presented
“facts of the greatest scientific interest”. They contained traces of the
fossil plant Glossopteris, recognized from Australia, Tasmania, India,
Madagascar, South Africa and South America. Finding it in Antarctica gave
support to the then new theory of continental drift and plate tectonics.
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Amundsen believed the pemmican mix he chose for his team contributed
to their success. It included berries and dried peas - providing Vitamin C and B.
Scott's pemmican was a meat-fat mix and his Polar Party rations may well
have contributed to the onset of scurvy.

Scurvy is caused by lack of vitamin C or ascorbic acid. It weakens small
blood vessels and causes old wounds to open. Symptoms include bruising,
bleeding into muscles, joints and from the gums, loose teeth, pain, tiredness,
disorientation - and, eventually, death. Vitamin C is found in a range of foods,
especially fresh fruit and vegetables, and even fresh meat has a little. However,
it breaks down over time in stored food. It is also lost during cooking - more
so, by the British tendency to overcook.

Antarctic expedition diets were not ideal, but Amundsen’s team had the edge.
Because they travelled to the Pole with dogs, they made faster time. Unlike
the British, who would not eat dog meat, the Norwegian’s also selectively
killed and ate some of their sledging dogs on the journey. Because of the
Norwegian’s speed, their stored meat was fresher.

More crucially, Amundsen and his team made it to the Pole and back
in 100 days and could draw on their body’s stored Vitamin C - enough
for about three months. When Scott, and the remaining members of the
Polar Party died on their return journey, they had had no significant intake
of Vitamin C for over four months.

Race for the Pole: Food
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Race for the Pole: Clothing

It has been argued that Scott's team was well dressed for man-hauling,
as their woolen and wind-proof clothing was breathable and helped minimise
the problem of water condensation on the inside. However, Scott’s men made
regular complaints about feeling cold.

Amundsen and his team wore specially made fur clothing. Skiing at the pace
of a dog team was a strenuous activity too, but there were no complaints
about their clothing being too hot. The furs were worn loose, so air circulated
and sweat evaporated.

Both teams took snow googles, of various designs - but they may have used
them differently. They seem to have varied in their effectiveness. Scott’s men
suffered regularly from snow blindness and sometimes this affected over half
the team at any one time. By contrast, there was no recorded case of snow
blindness during the whole of Amundsen’s Expedition.
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Race for the Pole: On the Ice

Roald Amundsen and his team refined and improved their equipment in
preparation for the Polar journey - planing skies to make them even lighter
and adapting the sledge boxes so they could access stores without having
to unpack and repack the full sledge every day.

When Scott’s Northern Party accidentally came upon Amundsen’s Expedition
in 1911, they also witnessed his team’s skill in handling the dogs and sledges.
Amundsen learnt from the Inuit on his North West passage expedition
of 1905. He always planned to use dogs to reach the Pole - having the
weaker animals killed and the meat depoted to feed the other dogs, along
with the men themselves, on both the outward and return journeys.

Further advantage was gained by using experienced dog drivers. They knew
how to feed and not overwork their animals. Daily mileages were kept shorter,
with up to 16 hours a day at rest. The Norwegians could also ski well and
keep up with the sledges - with a champion skier as the front runner, skiing
out ahead to lead and encourage the dogs.

Scott’s men were not fast skiers. Whilst he too used dogs for haulage
to the Pole, supported by ponies, it was only as far as the Beardmore Glacier.
Unfamiliar with sledge dogs - Scott’s team under-fed them and they became
more difficult to handle.

An over-reliance on man-hauling sledges probably contributed to Scott
and his Polar Party losing their lives. Each man pulling a sledge was
burning around 6000 calories a day, whilst consuming rations delivering
only 4,500 calories. In effect, they were slowly starving to death.
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“I never had such pulling; all the time the sledge rasps and creaks. We have
covered 6 miles, but at fearful cost to ourselves.” Scott’s Journal, 11 January 1912


